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This site forms part of Kingsmere Phase 1.
The 2008 outline planning permission (OPP) for Phase 1 provided an
area for a health village. This was on the basis of the relevant planning
policy at the time requiring the site to “provide the opportunity for
appropriate medical facilities to be provided in accordance with NHS
requirements on a commercial basis”.
A marketing strategy was agreed for the site through the legal
agreement attached to the OPP. The site was to be marketed for
medical services, including a Community Hospital and GP surgery, as
well as other medical facilities.
Discussions were held with the Primary Care Trust (PCT) about their
plans for a Community Hospital. Ultimately they decided to provide a
12 bed hospital on a site they owned.
Marketing was undertaken in accordance with the strategy, however
there was no commercially appropriate or deliverable interest (user or
scheme).
Primary school site (phase 2)
Phase 2 vehicular access

Kingsmere Phase 1 (including land west of Oxford Road) and Phase 2 location plan

The land no longer benefits from planning permission and the previous
requirement to market for health uses has therefore fallen away.
CPBL understand there may still be an ambition to bring forward
a health use / health hub on this site or elsewhere in Bicester. Any
provision of GP services would have to be supported by local GPs
and have appropriate funding. There is no certainty to this at the
current time.
However, in seeking a new planning permission for development of
this land parcel, CPBL and its partners Medical Centre Developments
(MCD) have decided to reserve part of the site to help facilitate the
possibility of a GP facility.
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• Reservation of land (circa 1.5 acres)
for health uses which would provide
enough land for a major GP or health
facility with associated parking.
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• Residential development to contribute
towards local needs (including 30%
affordable housing)
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The proposal subject
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(approximately 192m from centre of development site)
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Q&A
Are CPBL going to be delivering a new GP
surgery?

How will design be controlled?
The application will include Parameters Plans which will control various design and
development elements such as height, density of development, and access and
movement arrangements.

The proposals reserve land for a GP surgery, however the funding and provision of GP
services is the decision of the NHS Clinical Commissioning Group. It is understood
there are currently discussions over where in Bicester to best provide GP services, and
the decision may be to site enhanced GP facilities elsewhere in the town. Our proposals
will make an area of land available, for a period of time, but CPBL have no control as to
whether this site is chosen or timescales for delivery.

In addition to this, as with the rest of the KIngsmere scheme, Design Coding will be used
to further control development and design e.g. where building frontages should be, range
of materials to be used, landscaping and car parking arrangements.

What about the traffic?

What details do you have regarding a new GP
surgery?

An access road to serve this site is currently being constructed pursuant to a previous
planning permission.

As there is no certainty that a GP or group of GPs will locate to this site (and have
adequate funding to do so), it is not possible at the current time to give details of the
scale and type of facility that may be provided. Our partners, MCD, have considerable
experience in facilitating and delivering health related schemes, and can give examples of
these. But at the current time, we are seeking approval for the principle of development,
and not detailed design or layout.

Traffic impact has been considered. The residential/health facility scheme proposed would
generate a level of traffic that would be no greater than those uses previously approved for
the site under the 2008 OPP. Even if the whole site were built out for residential use, the
level of traffic generated would be no greater than the previously approved use of the site
under the 2008 OPP. The level of traffic generated will not create any capacity problems at
any junctions/on any roads in the vicinity of the site.

What happens if the GP surgery is not
required?

A Transport Statement will be submitted with the planning application to demonstrate this.

What about flooding/surface water
management?

If after an agreed period there is no committed/funded scheme for a GP or health facility,
the land would revert to residential use. Across the land parcel, the maximum number of
dwellings proposed is 100.

The proposal includes a large flood attenuation area to ensure that the site will not flood or
lead to additional risk of flooding elsewhere.

Why more housing?

A flood risk assessment and drainage strategy will be submitted with the planning
application, to demonstrate this.

Kingsmere as a residential led mixed use scheme is an appropriate location for further
residential development to help address a significant need both locally and nationally to
deliver more homes. Adjacent to existing residential parcels this site is most suitable for
such development.

Ecology

Why not provide more health facilities?

An ecological survey has recently been undertaken which concluded that the site has
limited ecological value and its development would not impact any protected species.

•	
Despite the site previously being marketed for many years no commercially viable

Utilities

and deliverable comprehensive health related scheme/proposal was brought forward

•	
As stated on the earlier board, the Community Hospital came forward on another

Existing utility infrastructure will be upgraded as required to accommodate the
development in consultation with the relevant service providers. With respect to foul
drainage it is intended that a foul water pumping station will be provided on site that will
pump sewerage up slope to enable connection to the existing sewer network.

site

•	
It was quite clear that the development of the whole area (2.69 ha) for health related
•	
Government planning policy is clear that identified development land should not be

When will a planning application be submitted?

sterilised, and alternative uses sought to make the best use of land

•	
CPBL have now reserved a site on Phase 2 for a (up to) 60 bed Assisted Care facility

Following feedback from this consultation, and officers at Cherwell District Council and
Oxfordshire County Council, we will be refining the proposals with a view to submitting
an outline planning application in August. Any further public engagement will then be
undertaken by the council.

or sheltered accommodation

•	
With the above in mind CPBL are now allocating enough land for a large health
facility/GP hub (circa 1.5 acres), which could be delivered on this site

If permission is granted, detailed proposals for the site (including the design and layout
of the developments) would then be subject to separate applications by the relevant
developer and / or health provider in the future.

•	
Residential development is the most appropriate and deliverable use on the
remainder of this parcel as noted above.

How tall would the buildings be?
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Application boundary

The maximum height previously permitted on this parcel was up to 14.5m
(approximately 4 residential storeys), when more “commercial” type buildings were
envisaged for the site. Proposed heights would be no greater than this, with the majority
of the residential element of the development being around 2.5 storeys in keeping with the
adjacent areas.

Up to 2.5 storeys - maximum height 9m
Up to 4 storeys - maximum height 14.5m
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Thank you for your time
– we welcome your comments.
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Application boundary
Up to 2.5 storeys - maximum height 9m
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A copy of these boards is available online at:
www.kingsmere-bicester.com
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Up to 4 storeys - maximum height 14.5m

Parameter Plan - Building Heights
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uses was not going to be delivered

